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The Book contains both clear practical guidelines and useful theoretical knowledge, helping you to

success in No Limit Hold'em as quickly, as your reading speed is. By reading this book, you will be

able to always and easily find answers to such common questions, like what position to choose?

When to raise without a doubt? Why fold? And others.
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I'm good at games, and I'm good at math, so my losing streak in poker never seemed to make

sense. Then one day my friend said it's because I don't understand the game well enough, and

suggested I check out this book.Long story short, it's exactly what I was looking for. A

dumbed-down version of poker, so I can better understand the fundamentals and start playing with

the "odds" on my side.In my opinion, the author did an excellent job teaching and explaining the

concepts so it was easy for the reader (me) to understand. And despite being a rather dry topic to

write about in general, he surprisingly kept my attention throughout each chapter.

This book provides an instruction in strategy for the serious poker player. You should be aware of

how to play, or at least the very basics, before you pick up this book, but if you have that down then

this is the book for you. I would definitely recommend reading this book before gambling with money

you don't want to lose. The best part is that as you improve your skill, you don't have to admit how

you got better!

I'm not much of a card player but I always thought I understood the basics of poker. However this



book really taught me things I'd never known before, or even thought to ask about.Texas Hold'em is

a game with a lot of possibilities. Learning the basics of strategies involved was fascinating.If you're

into playing cards for fun or money this book should really help you boost your chances of coming

out on top. Have fun with this one.

I really liked this book, it goes through the basics of Poker and Texa Hold'em game. I recommend

this book to help you set up a mentality to win at this game.As the author says at the beginning, it "is

a game that takes 5 minutes to learn and a lifetime to master...very true...I know people that have

been playing for decades and have never come anything close to mastering the game...It is

because of these players...that poker can be such as profitable endeavor."

The author did a good job of explaining specific strategies that will help you in your game. There is a

glossary of terms included so anyone from beginner to advanced experience levels can use this

guide. Recommended.

If you are interested in joining a home game or trying a low stakes table on your vacation to Vegas

or cruise ship this is a must read. This book will be the prime any rookie needs to feel confident to

sit down at their first game. This guide will do you right.

I'm a beginner and don't know if I will ever play well. But this book has explained in detail. I

recommend to all novices

Good practical guide on how to set poker winner mindset, very helpful info and practical cases that

are really interesting!
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